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WALK-BEHIND POWER TROWEL 
______________________________ 

Model:PK0102/PK0104 
_______________________________ 

MANUAL – POWER TROWEL 

CAUTION: Read safety and operating instructions carefully before using this equipment for 
the first time! And keep this manual for future reference. 
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Dear Owner: 
 
  Thank you for using POWER KING products. please read this manual carefully before you operate 
the product. Otherwise it may hurt people or damage the machine. 
Notice: 
  This manual is only suitable for the operating and maintenance of  power trowel PK0102/PK0104 
1. This manual is a part of this machine. It can’t be separated from the machine whenever you purchase 

or resell this machine. 
2. Our company reserves the right to change some of the contents in this manual without giving 

advance notice and to take any responsibility. 
3. Our distributors and service centers will offer you good maintaining service. Call 800-344-4471. 
 
Section One Product Introduction 
 PK series burnishing machine are designed and produced according to standard. They use gasoline 
engine as the driving power and transmit the motive force by worm gear decelerator. The features of this 
machine are high moderating ratio, high efficiency and compact structure. They adopt stainless steel 
protecting cover. The handrail and bear frame of the machine can be folded so you can easily store and 
transport it. The burnishing van is made of high quality alloy steel, so it has long wear, perfect 
burnishing brightness and long service life.   
PK series burnishing machine are mainly used to burnish concreting road surface, municipal 

engineering and the concreting surfaces. Its working efficiency is 8~10 times than artificial working 
efficiency, so it can save time and energy. 
 
Section Two Main Technological Parameter 
NOTICE: 
1. Check the power trowel carefully before using it. Such as whether the bolts are tight? Whether the 

gasoline and the lubricating oil are adequate? 
2. In order to make power trowel work normally, please follow the gasoline engine direction strictly to 

operate and maintain it. 
3. Children and pets must be separated from working area to prevent being scalded by gasoline engine 

or being hurt by the power trowel. 
4. Before operating the power trowel, you should learn how to close the engine and all control device 

quickly. Untrained persons must not operate. 
5. Don’t place combustible substance such as gasoline, close to the working power trowel. 
6. Gasoline is combustible, so refuel the engine at well ventilated place. Cap the engine when you are 

done refueling. Gases from internal combustion engines shall be directed away from the operator 
7. Don’t fully refuel the oil tank. 
8. Ensure the lid of oil tank is fastened. 
9. If the oil spills over, you must clean it thoroughly.  
10. Don’t smoke or make spark when you refuel or are close to the oil storage tank. 
11. Don’t operate the power trowel in sealed room or in non-ventilated area because the engine exhausts 

contain poisonous carbon monoxide. 
12. The operator should put on personal protection equipment during operation. 
13. The operator should fully recognize the danger zones around the machine and keep all personnel out 
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of the danger zone during operation. 
14. The operator should keep clear of moving parts of this machine. 
15. Operation should realize special hazards exist (e.g. consideration of local rules when operating: 

close to overhead electric lines, in tunnel application, in contaminated areas). 
16. The retrieving, towing and transportation points are clearly marked on machine. 
17. The machine cannot be used in contaminated environment. 
18. The working of machine should be in daytime. 
19. Not operated during mental overload or under load, stress. 
20. Pay attention to the muffler (hot). 
21. The machine is not permitted for use indoors or not ventilated areas. 
22. The operator should put personnel protection equipment during operation. 
23. Before assembly/disassembly of the smoothing blades of a machine, the spark cable must be 

disconnected from the spark plug. 
 
Section three   technical data  
 

Model  PK0102 PK0104 
Burnishing Plate 
Diameter(mm) 

24 IN 38 IN 

Revolving Speed of 
Burnishing Plate (r/min) 

60-140 60-140 

Burnishing Vance Quantity 4 4 
Gasoline Engine Power 6.0HP 6HP 
Gasoline Engine Model CH260 CH260 
   
Sound pressure value 
dB(A): 

91 91 

Sound power value dB(A): 104 104 
Vibration value (m/s2) 16.6 16.6 

Notice: noise uncertainty K=2.5dB(A) 
Section Four Operating and Maintenance Rules 
1. Please add the lubricating oil into the decelerator before working and add the lubricating grease into 

other frequent revolving positions. 
2. Please clean the vanes every time before working in order to avoid the vein trace on the concreting 

surface. Please sweep the concrete on the vanes immediately after working. Otherwise it is difficult 
after it dries. You can adjust the angle of the vanes according to different situation in order to get 
perfect burnishing result. 

3. The vanes must revolve at anti-clockwise direction. 
4. Do not touch other positions of the machine but the handrail sheath after the burnishing vanes 

revolve. Stay clear or revolving vanes. 
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Section Five  Operation  
Notice: The operator holds the handlebar, the left hand holds 
stop switch (release left hand, the engine will stop); the right 
hand hold the accelerator, another person pull the start 
handle.    
1. Turn the STOP SWITCH clock-wise to the position“I”(ON)                                      

Fig-3 

2. Open the fuel cock                  Fig-4.                                          
 

3. Set the speed control lever of hand 1/3 to 1/2 of the 
way towards the high speed position. 
      
4. Close the choke lever.  
If the engine is warm or the ambient temperature is high,  
open the choke lever half-way, or keep it Fully open.  
If the engine is cold or the ambient temperature is low,  
close the choke lever fully.  
                                      Fig-6 
5. Pull the starter handle slowly until resistance is felt. This is the 
“compression”point. Return the handle to its original position 
and pull swiftly. 

Do not pull out the rope all the way. 
After starter the engine, allow the starter handle to return to its 

original position while still holding the handle. 
                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Operate Starter 
Pull the starter handle slowly, you will reach such point where 
resistance become strong (compression point). By pulling it 
further, you will find a point where resistance is reduced. Return 
the knob but slowly return it original recoil                                 
Fig-7-D 
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! CAUTION  
Do not pull the rope all the way and do not take you hand off the pulled knob but slowly return it 
original position. 
7. After starting up the engine, be sure to perform a warm up the engine, be sure to perform a warm up 
run for 2 to 3 minutes. This should be performed without fail, particularly during winter season. 
 

8. Operation                    

8-1. As the engine warms up, gradually move the choke lever on handlebar to the OPEN position            
8-2. Move the speed control lever from the LOW to the HIGH position. If the engine speed increased 
very slowly, it is possible that the clutch can slip. Do operate the speed control lever slowly.                
8.3. Move the speed control lever from the HIGH to the LOW position when you want to stop smoothing. 
Make it back to Middle position and the power trowel will stop smoothing. 
8.4 Release the clutch of left handlebar will STOP the engine.                                                                                    
 
OIL ALERT SYSTEM 
The oil alert system is designed to prevent engine damage caused by an insufficient amount of oil in the 
crankcase. Before the oil level in the crankcase can fall below a safe limit, the Oil Alert System will 
automatically stop the engine (the engine switch will remain in the ON position). 
 
! NOTICE 
If the engine stops and will not restart, check the engine oil level.  
 
9. After start the engine, moving the speed control lever to HIGH, then the blade can rotate. You can 
operate the machine for smoothing concrete.  
 Make sure to hold the handlebar in order to operate. When you release it, the engine of power trowel 
will stop working. 
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Follow the following steps: 
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Section Six   Fragile Parts 

 

 
Section Seven  maintenance  
MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE 
 

                    Frequency  
Item 

Each 
time 

First 
month or 

20 hrs 

Each season 
or 50 hrs  

Every 6 
month or 100 

hrs 

Each year 
or 300 hrs 

Engine oil 
Oil level check √     
Replace  √  √  

Reduction gear oil 
Oil level check √     
Replace  √  √  

Air cleaner 
Check √     
Clean   √① √①*  
Replace     √** 

Deposit cup Clean    √  

Spark plug 
Clean, adjust    √  
Replace     √ 

Spark eliminator Clean    √  
Idling Check-adjust     ② 
Valve clearance Check-adjust     ② 
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Fuel tank & fuel 
filter 

Clean     ② 

Fuel supply line Check Every two years (do a replacement if necessary) 
 
 
REPLACEMENT OF ENGINE OIL 
A warm engine is helpful to drain out the engine oil in the crankcase rapidly and entirely. 
1. Remove the oil filler cap and drain plug to drain engine oil thoroughly. Reinstall the drain plug and 

screw in securely. 
2. Fill the specified engine oil up to the upper level mark. 
3. Reinstall the oil filler cap. 
Engine oil capacity in the reduction gearbox is 0.3 liters, engine oil capacity in the crankcase is 1.1 liters. 
 
NOTE: 
Do not dump oil containers or discarded engine oil into rubbish 
boxes or onto the ground. For the sake of environmental protection, 
we suggest you take in discarded engine oil with a closed container 
and bring to local recycling station. 

SERVICE OF AIR CLEANER 

A dirty air’s flowing into the carburetor. To keep the carburetor in good 
working conditions, please service the air cleaner periodically. If 
operating the engine in extremely dusty area, the job should be done 
more often. 
WARNING: 

Never clean the air cleaner core in gasoline 
or low flash-point detergents, or explosion 
may happen. 

CAUTION: 
Never run the engine without an air cleaner, or air with dirt and 
dust may enter and damage the engine. 
 
Unscrew the wing nut, dismantle the air cleaner housing. Check if the 
two cores are damaged, if so, replace with new one. 
a) Foam filter element: clean with home detergents and warm water 

(or non-flammable or high flash-point cleansing solvents) and dry 
up, then soak in clean engine oil until saturated. Squeeze out 
excess oil, otherwise, the engine will discharge smoke in starting 
stage. 

b) Paper filter element: knock the core against a solid plane to get rid 
of accumulated dust or blow out dust from inside to outside with 
high-pressure air flow (not more than 30 psi). Never clean with a brush, as brushing may force the 
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dust into the core fiber. If the core is extremely filthy, replace with a new one. 
Dust-collecting type 
1. Unscrew the wing nut, dismantle the air cleaner housing, check if the two cores are damaged, if so, 
replace with new one.  
  Foam filter element: clean with home detergents and warm water (or non-flammable or high 
flash-point cleansing solvents) and dry up, then soak in clean engine oil until saturated. Squeeze out 
excess oil, otherwise, the engine will discharge smoke in starting stage. 
a) Paper filter element: knock the core against a solid plane to get rid of accumulated dust or blow out 

dust from inside to outside with high-pressure air flow (not more than 30psi). Never clean with a 
brush, as brushing may force the dust into the core fiber. If the core is extremely filthy, replace with 
a new one. 

2.  Clean the dust-collecting hood: screw off the three special semi-round screw and remove the hood, 
wash parts with water and then dry up. Reinstall the hood. 
CAUTION: 
● When re-installing the dust collecting core air cleaner, make sure to embed the fin on the pre 

air cleaner hood in the dent in the dust- collecting hood. 
● Install the air guide in correct order. 
Single-core type 
1.  Remove the wing nut and air cleaner housing, and take out the filter element. 
2.  Clean with home detergents (or high flash-point cleansing solvents) and warm water, and dry up.  
3.  Soak n clean engine oil until saturated; squeeze oil, or the engine will exhaust smoke in starting 
stage. 
4.  Re-install the filter element and air cleaner housing. 
 
Oil bath type 
1.  Remove the nut and air cleaner housing, and take out the filter element. 
2.  Clean with home detergents (or high flash-point cleansing 
solvents) and warm water, and dry up. 
3.  Soak in clean engine oil until saturated. Squeeze excess oil, or 
the engine will discharge smoke in starting stage. 
4.  Empty the air cleaner housing of oil. Clear away the dust 
inside with non-flammable or high flash-point cleansing solvents, 
and dry it up.  
5.  Fill the air cleaner housing with the specified engine oil up to 
the standard oil level mark. 
6.  Reinstall the air cleaner 
 
 
 

WASHING OF DEPOSIT CUP 

Set the fuel cock at “ OFF ”, disconnect the deposit cup and 
O-ring. Wash in non-flammable or high flash-point cleansing 
solvents, and then try them up, at last, reinstall it. Set the fuel 
cock to “ ON ”and check for leaks. 
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WARNING: 
● Gasoline is extremely flammable and explosive in certain condition. Keep cigarette, sparks 

and open flames away. 
● After reinstalling the deposit cup, make sure the area around is clean.  

spark plug  

Spark plug type: BPR6ES (NGK) or NHSP LD F7RTC 
Proper spark plug clearance ensures the engine’s normal running under no deposit around the spark plug. 
 
1. Remove the spark plug cap. 
2. Clear away dirt around the spark plug base. 
3. Dismantle the spark plug with a spark plug wrench. 
4. Clean with a steel brush. If the insulator is damaged, replace 
the spark plug instead. 
5. Measure the spark plug clearance with a feeler. The clearance 
should be 0.7~0.8mm. If adjustment is necessary, bend the side 
electrode carefully. 
6. Check if the spark plug gasket is in good conditions, or 
replace with a new one. Screw on the spark plug to the bottom  
first by hand a then screw in by a spark plug wrench. If a new 
spark plug is used, twist 1/2 more turns after impacting the gasket, 
if reinstall the original one, just twist 1/8-1/4 more turns. 
 
CAUTION: 
● The spark plug must be tightened securely, or it may become very 

hot to damage the engine. 
● Only use recommended spark plug or the equivalent. Incorrect heat range of the spark plug 

may damage the engine. 
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The spark eliminator should be serviced at least once every 100 hour’s operation so as to keep it in a 
sound condition. 
WARNING: 
The muffler is very hot during running the engine and even a long time after stopping. Never 
touch it, or you may get burns. Service after the engine cools down. 
1. Unscrew the two nuts M8⑥, and disconnect the muffler⑤ from the engine body.        
2. Turn off the four screws M5② from the muffler hood① and disconnect the hood. 
3. Turn off the screw M4③ from the spark eliminator④ and separate it from the muffler. 
4. Clear away carbon deposit from the spark eliminator mesh with a brush. 
5. Reinstall the spark eliminator in reverse order of removal. 
CAUTION: 
Be careful not to damage the mesh of the spark eliminator. 
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● Never use a damaged spark eliminator. 

CARBURETOR IDLING ADJUSTMENT 

1. Start and preheat the engine until arriving at the normal 
working temperature. 
2. Obtain standard idling by adjusting the throttle fixing screw 
under the engine’s idling.  
Standard idling: 1500±150rpm. 
 

CHANGING BLADE  
 1, close the engine of power trowel; 
 2, the ignition cable shall be disconnected from the spark plug; 
 3, dismantle the protect cover of blade and strap cover.. 
 4, changing the blade 
 5, mantle the protect cover of blade and strap cover 
 6, connect the ignition cable to spark plug; 
  

Section Eight  TRANSPORT AND STORAGE  

Transport 

Transport with the fuel cock turned off. Transport or store the engine when it is cool so as to avoid 
getting burns or fire. 
CAUTION: 
Do not incline the engine so as to avoid fuel’s spill. Spilled fuel or fuel vapor may ignite to 
cause fire. 

Storage 

If the engine is not kept in use for a long time, be sure to store it properly. Make sure the storage 
area is dry and free of dust. 
 

Section Night Trouble shooting 
 

TROUBLE CAUSE REMEDY 

When turning throttle 
greater, speed increase 
responds slowly or speed is 
decreased even engine 
stops running. 

Ignition system 
Incorrect ignition 
time. 

Readjust ignition 
advance angle 

Fuel supply system 
Air in fuel line or 
fuel line clogged. 

Exhaust air or dredge 
fuel line 
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Main oil flow hole is 
not adjusted 
properly. 

Readjust 

In carburetor, needle 
valve hole and main 
oil flow hole 
clogged. 

Clean and blow to get 
through 

Fuel cock is clogged 
up. 

Clean, replace 
damaged part 

Too much carbon 
deposit in 
combusting 
chamber. 

Clear away 

 
GASOLINE ENGINE GANNOT RUN SMOOTHLY 

TROUBLE CAUSE REMEDY 

Engine is pinging 

Piston, cylinder or piston ring is 
worn excessively. 

Replace the worn 

Piston pin and piston pin hole are 
worn excessively. 

Replace piston or piston pin 

Tie rod small head is worn 
excessively. 

Replace tie rod 

Roller bearing for crankshaft main 
shaft is worn. 

Replace roller bearing 

Abnormal 
combustion 

Engine is too hot Shoot trouble 

Too much carbon deposit in 
combustion chamber 

Clear away 

Improper gasoline brand or low 
gasoline quality 

Replace with qualified gasoline 

Engine cannot start 
because of spark 
lacking 

There is water in float chamber Clean 

Improper spark plug electrodes 
clearance 

Adjust 
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TROUBLE CAUSE REMEDY 

Gasoline engine is 
excessively hot 

Improper ignition time Adjust ignition advance angle properly 

Insufficient fuel supply Refill engine oil 

Exhaust pipe is blocked up  Dredge exhaust pipe 

Flow guard is leaking Repair damaged part 

Dirt or something like this fill up 
among air cooling fins 

Clear away dirt or something like this 

Cooling fan is loosen, losing 
function 

Reinstall well 

Tie rod deformation makes piston 
and cylinder bushing side wear 

Replace tie rod 
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WARRANTY POLICY 
 
Thank you for choosing QV TOOLS Products. We're here to ensure that your experience is 
perfect. In some rare instances, you may need some help with a warranty claim. 
Please call us at 1-800-344-3371. 
 
Product must be registered to activate the warranty. Warranty registration is 
below. Warranty begins from date of purchase. 
 

Engine Warranty 

Kohler engines are covered with a 3-year commercial and 3-year residential warranty for 
Command Pro series. Parts and Labor are covered as well. Power King engines by Lifan 
are covered with a 1-year residential warranty. QV Power 3pt 40hp gear box warranty 1-
year. Visit your engine manufacturer for warranty details or visit www.QVTools.com. 
 

Equipment warranty 

Manufactures defects of chassis and component parts are covered for 1 year. Only parts 
are covered. Shipping cost is not covered. 
 
QV Tools will replace any part that is proven to be defective in material or workmanship. 
This warranty is not valid for products or parts affected or damaged by accident, collision, 
normal wear, fuel contamination, abuse, neglect, misuse, alteration and/or unsuitable use or 
unauthorized parts. Transportation charges to and from service centers, if assigned, is not 
covered. Shipping cost of product for repair is not covered. Labor to repair equipment is not 
covered. Consumable parts such as brake pads, tires, racks, splines, grinding teeth, blades, 
bar blades, etc. are not covered under warranty. Power King has all replacement parts at 
value pricing. 
 

Damaged Products  

You must take the time to inspect the goods before you sign the delivery receipt from the 
carrier. If you sign the delivery receipt without inspecting the shipment. you will be 
responsible for filing a freight claim and arranging for a repair or return of the damaged 
goods. 
 
Concealed damage claims must be reported immediately.  
 

Suspected Damage  

On occasion, the outer carton may look damaged, but the product inside the box is perfectly 
fine. If you suspect concealed damage, notate "Possible Freight Damage" on the 
delivery receipt while the driver is present. This way, if you discover later that the 
product is damaged, the remedy of a freight claim is less of a hassle.  
 

Obvious Damage  

Do not sign for damaged products. If your product arrives damaged, please (a) REFUSE 
DELIVERY and (b) Call where you purchased the item Immediately so the dealer can 
process the appropriate claims and coordinate an exchange for you.  
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Defective Products  

We encourage you to test your product within 15 days of receipt so we can quickly remedy 
any mechanical problems. If you think your product is defective, call QVTools at 1-800-
344-3371. In most cases, it's a simple issue that can be resolved over the phone. We have 
expert technicians standing by to help resolve your issue. Please have your model number 
and serial number available and your proof of purchase receipt for faster service.  
  

Original Owner Warranty 
Warranty is non-transferable and covers the original owner only who purchased from a 
QVTOOLS authorized dealer.  
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